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The atmospheric wind and temperature can be estimated through the traveltimes of infrasound

between pairs of receivers. The traveltimes can be obtained by infrasonic interferometry. In this

study, the theory of infrasonic interferometry is verified and applied to modeled stratospherically

refracted waves. Synthetic barograms are generated using a raytracing model and taking into account

atmospheric attenuation, geometrical spreading, and phase shifts due to caustics. Two types of source

wavelets are implemented for the experiments: blast waves and microbaroms. In both numerical

experiments, the traveltimes between the receivers are accurately retrieved by applying interferome-

try to the synthetic barograms. It is shown that microbaroms can be used in practice to obtain the

traveltimes of infrasound through the stratosphere, which forms the basis for retrieving the wind and

temperature profiles. VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4819117]

PACS number(s): 43.28.Dm, 43.28.En, 43.28.Js [RMW] Pages: 2660–2668

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1996 the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty

Organization chose the measurements of infrasound as one

of its verification techniques. Ever since, the study of infra-

sound has experienced a renaissance (Dahlman et al., 2009).

The treaty is verified through the International Monitoring

System, which uses, in addition to the infrasound recordings,

seismic, hydroacoustic, and radionuclide measurements.

The traveltimes of infrasound through the atmosphere

and their detectability strongly depend on the temperature and

the wind in the stratosphere (Gutenberg, 1939). As a conse-

quence of this dependency, temperature and wind profiles can

be estimated by measuring the traveltimes of infrasound. For

such an estimation, an inversion of the model of infrasound

propagation through the atmosphere is required. Numerical

studies for building such an inverse model of the atmosphere

are done by Drob et al. (2010) and Lalande et al. (2012).

Accurate traveltimes are an essential input for the

inverse model, since small changes in traveltime can lead to

large changes in output (temperature and wind). Usually, the

traveltimes are measured by a ground-truth event, e.g., an

explosion (Evers et al., 2012) or a volcanic eruption (Le

Pichon et al., 2005). This dependency on a ground-truth

event has the disadvantage that the exact time and location

of the event need to be known. Another disadvantage is the

very limited occurrence of ground-truth events.

The traveltimes can also be estimated using a method

called infrasonic interferometry. This is based on the theory

of nonreciprocal Green’s function retrieval by crosscorrela-

tion (Wapenaar, 2006; Godin, 2006). This theory determines

the outcome of the crosscorrelation of the measured noise

field at two receivers A and B in a moving medium.

Assuming the noise field is equipartitioned, this crosscorrela-

tion converges to the Green’s function from receiver A to re-

ceiver B plus the time-reversed Green’s function from

receiver B to receiver A, convolved with the autocorrelation

of the noise. In other words, the traveltimes between two

receivers can be determined by crosscorrelating the ambient

noise at these two receivers.

The interferometry of acoustic and elastic waves has suc-

cessfully been applied in oceanography (Roux and

Kuperman, 2004), in seismology (Shapiro and Campillo,

2004; Sabra et al., 2005; Bensen et al., 2007; Draganov et al.,
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2007), and in ultrasonic applications (Weaver and Lobkis,

2001).

In a first study with direct tropospheric waves, Haney

(2009) has shown that interferometry can also be applied to

infrasonic ambient noise. Haney retrieves the temperature

and the strength of the wind in the troposphere by using this

method. Marcillo and Johnson (2010) have demonstrated

that the wind vector can also be resolved by applying inter-

ferometry to three infrasound sensors. The ambient infra-

sonic fluctuations consist mostly of microbaroms

(Posmentier, 1967). Microbaroms result from the nonlinear

interaction of oceanic waves. Microbaroms are almost con-

tinuously present at a frequency of 0.2 Hz (Brekhovskikh

et al., 1973; Donn and Naini, 1973).

In this numerical study, infrasonic interferometry is

applied to stratospherically refracted microbaroms. With this

approach, the traveltimes of infrasound through the strato-

sphere are obtained. Observations of temperature and wind

above an altitude of 20 km are very limited. Therefore, suc-

cessful application of the interferometric technique to strato-

spheric infrasound will have a direct use for the validation of

upper atmospheric models.

The first part of this paper discusses the theoretical

background of interferometry. In the second part, a detailed

description of the applied model is given. The third part

presents the results of the interferometry applied to numeri-

cal data which are generated with the model.

II. INFRASONIC INTERFEROMETRY

In this paper, interferometry is applied to stratospheri-

cally refracted infrasound. A derivation of the interferomet-

ric relations is given by Wapenaar (2006), which we will

summarize in this section.

The atmosphere through which the infrasound propa-

gates is a moving medium. In the aforementioned paper it is

shown how interferometry can be used in such a moving me-

dium, under the assumption that the flow velocity of the me-

dium is small in comparison to the sound speed. For higher

Mach numbers this approach becomes less accurate for

amplitudes, but it still predicts the traveltimes very well. The

Green’s function between two receivers can be expressed as

GðxB; xA; tÞ þ GðxA; xB;�tÞ

� 2

qc

þ
S

GðxA; x;�tÞ � GðxB; x; tÞ d2x ; (1)

where the asterisk (�) denotes a temporal convolution.

Convolved are GðxA; x;�tÞ, the time-reversed Green’s func-

tion from a source at x to receiver A (at xA), with

GðxB; x; tÞ, the Green’s function from the same source to re-

ceiver B (at xB). The surface integral (
Þ

S) integrates along all

sources x on boundary surface S of the volume in which the

two receivers A and B are located. GðxB; xA; tÞ represents

the Green’s function of infrasound propagation from receiver

A to receiver B, and GðxA; xB;�tÞ is the time-reversed

Green’s function of propagation in the opposite direction.

Equation (1) holds for inhomogeneous density qðxÞ, sound

speed cðxÞ, and wind velocity ~uðxÞ inside surface S. At and

outside S the medium is assumed to be homogeneous

[denoted by c and q in Eq. (1)] and the wind velocity is

assumed to be small in comparison with the sound speed. In

the case discussed in this paper, the receivers are located on

the ground and the waves reach them through the atmos-

phere. We consider the ground as a totally reflecting (rigid)

surface. Since the normal component of the particle velocity

on the rigid surface is zero, the integrand of the representa-

tion integral underlying Eq. (1) vanishes on the ground sur-

face (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006) [see Fig. 1(a)]. Thus,

the integration in Eq. (1) over a closed surface can be

replaced by an integration over only the upper hemisphere.

Equation (1) is valid for both two and three dimensions, but

here we will proceed with a two dimensional configuration.

Therefore the integration over a hemisphere is reduced to an

integration over the semicircle L [see Fig. 1(b)].

Hence, the integration over the sources on the semicircle

L can be expressed by the following simplification of Eq. (1):

GðxB; xA; tÞ þ GðxA; xB;�tÞ

� 2

qc

ð
L

GðxA; x;�tÞ � GðxB; x; tÞ dx; (2)

where G denotes now a two dimensional Green’s function,

which includes the rigid ground surface boundary conditions.

Equation (2) applies for impulsive sources (at all x on L) like

blast waves. Suppose now there are uncorrelated noise sour-

ces Nðx; tÞ which are distributed at locations x on semicircle

L, whose wave fields are recorded simultaneously by receiver

A and B. An example of such sources could be the microbar-

oms which are part of the ambient noise field. Since the sour-

ces of microbaroms are located on the oceans, the sources do

not lie on semicircle L, but on ground level. The microbar-

oms are refracted by the stratosphere. According to the

Huygens principle, these refracted microbaroms can be repre-

sented as sources that are located on the semicircle L

FIG. 1. (a) Two receivers (A and B) on the ground (rigid surface) in a vol-

ume with the surface S on which the sources x are located. (b) The integra-

tion over the hemisphere above the receivers A and B can be reduced by an

integration over the semicircle L. (c) The sources denoted by the black stars

on the semicircle L can be represented by stratospherically refracted sources

on the ground. The sources in gray are not represented in this example.
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(Ruigrok et al., 2010). Figure 1(c) shows an example of how

the sources (black stars) on L can represent sources on the

ground. The other sources (gray stars) are not represented in

this example, but they would not contribute to the result

because they are located outside the Fresnel zone (Wapenaar

et al., 2010). If all these sources are uncorrelated the ensem-

ble average over their correlations equals C(t), the autocorre-

lation of N, times a spatial delta function, according to

hNðx;�tÞ � Nðx0; tÞi ¼ CðtÞdðx� x0Þ; (3)

with x and x0 as locations of two sources, hNðx;�tÞ
�Nðx0; tÞi indicates an ensemble average, and d a spatial

Dirac impulse on L. In practice, the ensemble averaging is

replaced by integrating over sufficiently long time. The

observed pressure p, at receiver A and receiver B, consists of

all noise sources N convolved with Green’s functions

pðxA; tÞ ¼
ð

L

GðxA; x; tÞ � Nðx; tÞdx (4a)

and

pðxB; tÞ ¼
ð

L

GðxB; x; tÞ � Nðx; tÞdx: (4b)

The crosscorrelation of the measured ambient noise at

receiver A and receiver B can be expressed by crosscorrelat-

ing Eqs. (4a) with (4b),

hpðxA;�tÞ � pðxB; tÞi ¼
�ð

L

GðxA; x;�tÞ � Nðx;�tÞ dx

�
ð

L

GðxB; x0; tÞ � Nðx0; tÞ dx0
�
:

(5)

If we substitute the spatial ensemble average of the

noise sources by the autocorrelation [Eq. (3)] we find

hpðxA;�tÞ � pðxB; tÞi ¼
ð

L

ð
L

GðxA; x;�tÞ � GðxB; x0; tÞ

�CðtÞdðx� x0Þ dx dx0: (6)

Using the sift-property of the delta function, we get

hpðxA;�tÞ � pðxB; tÞi ¼
ð

L

GðxA; x;�tÞ

�GðxB; x; tÞdx � CðtÞ: (7)

By convolving Eq. (2) with C(t) the integral in Eq. (2)

can be replaced by the left hand side of Eq. (7):

GðxB; xA; tÞ þ GðxA; xB;�tÞ
� �

� CðtÞ

� 2

qc
hpðxA;�tÞ � pðxB; tÞi: (8)

The right-hand side of Eq. (8) describes the crosscorrela-

tion of ambient noise measured by the receivers A and B on

the ground below a moving medium, the atmosphere.

According to Eq. (8), this crosscorrelation is equal to the

Green’s function from xA to xB plus the time reversed

Green’s function from xB to xA, convolved with the autocor-

relation of the noise. Equation (8) implies that the traveltimes

of infrasound between two receivers can be determined by

crosscorrelating the ambient noise at these two receivers.

III. MODELING OF THE INFRASOUND PROPAGATION

From here onward we assume the atmosphere is strati-

fied. There are various approaches modeling infrasound

propagation through a stratified atmosphere. These are all

based on approximations of the wave equation. One of these

methods is based on the parabolic equations (Lingevitch

et al., 2002). Dependent on the spatial and temporal resolu-

tion, this approach can easily lead to high computation costs.

A computationally less intensive method uses the raytrac-

ing models. Raytracing simplifies the wave equation by deriv-

ing the Hamiltonian equations from the Eikonal equation

(Georges, 1971; Cowling et al., 1971). The solution of the

Hamiltonian equations is a ray, which indicates the path of

infrasound. This high-frequency approximation is possible,

since the examined wavelengths are small in relation to the

stratified profiles of temperature and wind, and the reflecting

surfaces (Blom and Waxler, 2012). Examples of such ray-

paths are shown in Fig. 2. The raytracing model we imple-

mented solves the Hamiltonian equations numerically with

the Runge–Kutta algorithm and uses the effective sound speed

approximation. In contrast to existing raytracing models

[HARPA (Jones et al., 1986), WASP–3D (Dessa et al.,
2005)], which are implemented in spherical coordinates, we

implemented the Hamiltonian solver in Cartesian coordinates.

With our raytracing model, it is possible to calculate the

raypaths of any emitting angle. However, only rays which

connect the sources with the receivers (eigenrays) contribute

to the measured pressure. The eigenrays are determined with

a least squares approximation of the minimum distance

between the receiver and the reflections of the rays on the

ground.

While propagating from the source through the atmos-

phere to the receiver, the infrasound is attenuated and phase

shifted. The atmospheric attenuation depends on the

FIG. 2. The rays indicate the path of the infrasound though the atmosphere.

The black dots indicate the position of caustics.
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frequency of the infrasound and the density of the atmos-

pheric layer. To calculate the atmospheric attenuation, we

use the empirical NRLMSISE–00 model (Naval Research

Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar

exosphere) (Picone et al., 2002). Figure 3 shows an example

of the atmospheric attenuation of different frequencies. The

infrasound is additionally reduced by the geometrical

spreading since the sound energy is distributed over a larger

area. The spreading can be calculated with the Jacobian ma-

trix which takes into account how the ray coordinates are

changing when the emitting angle changes. Figure 4 shows

an example of geometrical spreading as a function of dis-

tance for different emitting angles.

The phase shift depends on caustics. The caustics can be

found on the basis of the spreading (Jacobian matrix), since

caustics occur when neighboring rays touch (black dots in

Fig. 2). First–order caustics cause a phase shift of 90� of the

time dependent pressure. Such caustics are taken into

account. In caustics the amplitude prediction by raytracing

breaks down, since the spreading becomes zero, which result

in non-physical predictions of an infinite amplitude

(Gilmore, 1993; Pierce, 1989). The time dependent pressure

is represented by a source wavelet. The receiver response

(also known as barogram) is computed by shifting this wave-

let in time and phase, and modifying its amplitude, depend-

ent on the raypath. Two kinds of sources can be generated:

blasts and microbaroms. Blast waves occur if a large amount

of energy is set free in a small volume [e.g., during an explo-

sion (Baker, 1973)], as shown in Fig. 5.

Ground-truth events like explosions, which would gen-

erate blast waves are not always available. If there are no

events, the receivers measure ambient noise. In the past, am-

bient noise was considered a disturbance and was ignored.

Over the last years, noise has moved more into the focus of

scientific interest, since it carries information about the me-

dium through which it propagates. Due to wave-wave inter-

actions in the oceans, acoustic energy is generated that

couples with the atmosphere (Brekhovskikh et al., 1973;

Waxler and Gilbert, 2006). This energy is due to pressure

fluctuations in the ocean and due to the compression of the

air by the ocean waves. The ambient noise field in the atmos-

phere mainly consists of such energy, usually referred to as

microbaroms. The empirically well determined spectrum of

microbaroms lies between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz and has its maxi-

mum at 0.2 Hz (Posmentier, 1967; Donn and Naini, 1973).

Figure 6 shows an example of microbaroms, recorded in De

Bilt, the Netherlands. Microbaroms can be distinguished

from other noise by a strong correlation between different

sensors. Note that in this example the sensors are closely

spaced and not hundreds of kilometers apart as discussed

later in this paper.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we apply infrasonic interferometry to

responses of two kinds of sources: blasts and microbaroms.

In the first experiment, we model blast waves as line source

response and the barograms at two receivers. The traveltimes

of the eigenrays between these two receivers are determined

using crosscorrelation. The example with blast sources pro-

vides a better understanding of the results, because the arriv-

als related to different raypaths are identifiable in the

barograms, although this is an unrealistic set up for blast

sources. The second experiment deals with microbaroms

emitted from the same source array as in in the previous

experiment. Microbaroms are in reality more likely to be

encountered simultaneously than blasts.

FIG. 3. The atmospheric attenuation as a function of altitude for different

frequencies (Picone et al., 2002).

FIG. 4. An example of geometrical spreading as a function of distance. The

geometrical spreading depends on the initial elevation angle of the raypath.

The geometrical spreading coefficient has a peak at the caustics, since the

spreading is zero there.

FIG. 5. A blast wave: After a negligible rising time (Tr) the pressure

decreases from the positive perturbation (Dpp) during the positive phase (Tp)

until it falls under the normal ambient pressure (Dpn) during the negative

phase (Tn).
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A. Numerical experiment with blast waves

Figure 7 shows the setup of the numerical experiment.

361 sources, with 0.5 km spacing, are used ranging from x
¼ �90 to x ¼ þ90 km. Receiver A and receiver B are

located at xA¼ 210 km and xB¼ 430 km. Note there is only

illumination from one side in this setup. However, one-sided

illumination suffices to find one of the two Green’s function

in Eq. (2). For the calculation of the rays, the velocity pro-

files in the right-hand side of Fig. 7 are used.

Curve c shows the velocity dependent on the tempera-

ture and curve cef the effective velocity dependent on tem-

perature and wind. The effective velocity is obtained by

adding the velocity c [Fig. 8(a)] to the projection of the me-

ridional and zonal wind [Fig. 8(b)] in the direction of re-

ceiver A and B (cef ¼ cþ~u �~n, with ~u the wind vector and

~n the vector which directs from receiver A to receiver B).

With these velocity profiles, receiver A measures the infra-

sound which propagates along the eigenrays in Fig. 7(a).

Receiver B is reached by the eigenrays plotted in Fig. 7(b).

The color refers to the different source locations. For the

eigenrays in Fig. 7, the synthetic barograms recorded at each

receiver are calculated using the raytracing model described

in Sec. III. The result of the two receivers is shown in Fig. 9

for all sources. In this figure, it can be seen that each source

has two eigenrays with two different traveltimes to the

FIG. 6. An example of microbaroms and their spectrum, recorded with six

array elements in De Bilt, the Netherlands.

FIG. 7. Receiver A (at 210 km) and B

(at 430 km) have different eigenrays.

(a) The eigenrays between receiver A

and the 361 sources. The color indi-

cates the source location ranging from

x ¼ �90 km to x ¼ þ90 km. Not all

eigenrays of receiver A reach receiver

B. The sources from x ¼ þ63 km to x
¼ þ90 km are in the shadow zone of

receiver A and do not contribute eigen-

rays to receiver A. (b) The eigenrays

between the sources and receiver B.

The corresponding velocity profiles are

shown on the right-hand side. Curve c
shows the temperature dependent ve-

locity and curve cef the velocity de-

pendent on temperature and wind.
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receiver. Infrasonic interferometry, given in Eq. (2), is

applied by crosscorrelating the barograms of receiver A and

B and summing the result over the sources. Figure 10(a)

shows the outcome of the crosscorrelation of each source

and Fig. 10(b) shows the summation.

In order to evaluate the result of the interferometry in

Fig. 10(b), we compare it with the response computed for a

blast wave source located at receiver A and measured at re-

ceiver B. This is shown in Fig. 10(c), where we can identify

two arrivals: one at 755 s and the second one at 780 s. The ar-

rival at 755 s corresponds to the infrasound refracted at an

altitude of 30 km, whereas the one at 780 s corresponds to

the rays refracted at an altitude of 40 km (see Fig. 7). These

are respectively a fast and slow arrival as also observed by

Kulichkov et al. (2004); Evers and Haak (2007). The shape

of the arrival at 755 s can be explained by minus the autocor-

relation of the blast wavelet (Fig. 5). The minus-sign is a

result of the two caustics on the 30 km refracted raypath,

which cause a phase shift of 180�. By comparing Figs. 10(b)

and 10(c), we notice that the result of the crosscorrelation

has a clear first arrival at 755 s and a weaker second arrival

at 780 s. In Fig. 7(b) it can be seen that the gradient of the

effective velocity cef for the refraction at an altitude of

30 km is much stronger than for the refraction at an altitude

of 40 km. If the velocity gradient is stronger, more energy is

refracted. Therefore, far more energy will be refracted for

the first arrival than for the second arrival. Including more

sources and finding more eigenrays may improve the results.

In Fig. 10(b) we also observe several weak events

between 730 and 750 s and 785 and 805 s, which do not occur

in Fig. 10(c). In order to understand these spurious events, we

need to have a closer look at Fig. 10(a), where we can see

that they are strongly present for each source. They originate

from the crosscorrelation between the two differently

refracted raypaths. The spurious event at 730–750 s results

from the crosscorrelation of the 40 km refraction at receiver

A and the 30 km refraction at receiver B. The spurious event

at 785–805 s is the result of the correlation of the 30 km

FIG. 8. The sound speed profile (a)

and the wind profile (b) used for the

calculation of the eigenrays in Fig. 6.

The meridional wind is northwardly

and the zonal wind eastwardly

directed. The effective velocity in Fig.

6 is an addition of the sound speed and

the wind in the direction of the sound.

FIG. 9. Each blast wave reaches the re-

ceiver via an eigenray (see Fig. 7) with

a different traveltime and a different

attenuation. (a) Barograms of receiver

A. (b) Barograms of receiver B. The

amplitude is normalized.
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refraction at receiver A and the 40 km refraction at receiver

B. After summation, the spurious events are suppressed. The

spurious events are not completely canceled out, since the

sources of the line array (see Fig. 7) cannot represent all sour-

ces on the semicircle L [see Fig. 1(c)]. More sources may

reach a better coverage of the semicircle L.

B. Numerical experiment with microbaroms

For the numerical experiment with microbaroms, the

same source-receiver configuration (Fig. 7) and temperature,

wind profiles (Fig. 8) are used as in the previous experiment.

In order to simulate microbaroms, random noise is generated

and subsequently filtered between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. Since each

source has a different noise signal, all the sources are uncor-

related. The microbaroms propagate along the same eigen-

rays as the blast waves (see Fig. 7). Figures 11(a) and 11(b)

show all the microbaroms due to simultaneously acting noise

sources that reach receiver A and B, respectively. In this

experiment we also apply infrasonic interferometry given in

Eq. (8). In the first step, all microbaroms recorded by receiver

A are summed to obtain the simulated measurement shown in

Fig. 11(a) bottom. The same procedure is done for receiver B

[Fig. 11(b) bottom]. Note: Fig. 11 shows only short time win-

dows, selected from a five-hour simulation. In the second

step, the simulated measurements of receiver A and B are

crosscorrelated. The result, shown in Fig. 12(a), is evaluated

in the same way as in the previous numerical experiment.

This is done by comparing it with the response computed for

a blast wave source located at receiver A and measured at re-

ceiver B [Fig. 12(d)]. In order to find the limits of the cross-

correlation, in practice, we add different noise levels to the

microbarom signal predicted at each receiver location.

The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as SNR ¼ ðS=NÞ2, with S
the root mean square of the microbaroms and N the root

mean square of the added noise. The minimal needed SNR is

found by reducing the SNR stepwise. Figure 12(b) shows the

FIG. 10. (a) Crosscorrelations between receiver A and receiver B as given

by the integrand in Eq. (2) for each of the 361 source locations. (b) The sum-

mations of the different crosscorrelations in (a). (c) The response computed

for a blast wave source located at receiver A and measured at receiver B.

FIG. 11. The simulated measurements

are obtained by addition of the micro-

baroms which reach the receivers. (a)

The microbaroms measured at receiver

A. (b) The microbaroms measured at

receiver B. The figures show a few

sources of the simulated 361 sources

and a short time window of the simu-

lated five hours.
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crosscorrelation of simulated data with SNR ¼ 0:5 at re-

ceiver A and at receiver B SNR ¼ 0:013. The SNR at

receiver B is lower because the energy has traveled through

the stratosphere. In Fig. 12(c) the crosscorrelation of simu-

lated measurements with a SNR ¼ 0:2 at receiver A and

SNR ¼ 0:005 at receiver B.

In the result of the crosscorrelation, we observe one

clear arrival at 755 s, related to the infrasound refracted at

30 km height. The arrival of the 40 km height refraction is

not distinguishable because it is masked by noise. The result

of the crosscorrelation could be improved by crosscorrelat-

ing longer time windows and including more sources.

However, a longer time window would have to be based on

the assumption of longer constant atmospheric conditions. In

the experiment with a SNR of 0.5 we are able to determine

the traveltime by crosscorrelation. For a SNR of 0.2 or lower

it is hardly possible to resolve the traveltime.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through numerical experiments, we have verified the

theory of infrasonic interferometry and showed that it can be

used to estimate the traveltimes of stratospherically refracted

waves. We generated synthetic time signals using a raytrac-

ing model and taking into account atmospheric attenuation,

geometrical spreading and phase shifts due to caustics. Two

types of source wavelets were implemented for the numeri-

cal experiments: blast waves and microbaroms. We simu-

lated an array of sources and two receivers, which are each

reached by eigenrays refracted at 30 and 40 km height. In the

first experiment with the blast wave, we were able to esti-

mate the traveltime of the 30 km refraction. The traveltime

of the second refraction could be found less clearly, since

the velocity gradient at 40 km height is smaller. In the

experiment with microbaroms, the traveltime of the first ar-

rival was recovered as well, but the traveltime of the second

raypath could not be detected, for the same reason. The

results could be improved by including more sources.

Nevertheless, the traveltime of the 30 km refraction can be

well estimated above a signal-noise-ratio of 0.5 using infra-

sonic interferometry. This shows that microbaroms can be

used in practice to obtain the traveltimes of infrasound

through the stratosphere. It depends on the wind and temper-

ature profile which parts of the stratosphere are sampled. In

the specific case studied here, arrivals from 40 km altitude

did not show up coherently in the crosscorrelation result.

The next step will be the inversion of the traveltimes

obtained at many receiver pairs in order to estimate the tem-

perature and wind profiles. For this inversion, the atmos-

pheric conditions of the described raytracing model can be

varied. In case the searched temperature and wind profiles

are found, the simulated ray propagates from receiver A to

B in the estimated traveltime. Therefore, the possible wind

and temperature profiles can be estimated in a least squares

approximation. A reasonable variation of the atmospheric

conditions is based on the empirical orthogonal functions

(EOFs) (Williams, 1997; Drob et al., 2010). The EOFs are

obtained by applying a principal component analysis to

observations of the atmospheric conditions over several

years.

In the future, we will apply the proposed methodology

to microbaroms, which are measured by the Large Aperture

Infrasound Array (LAIA). LAIA has been installed by the

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute in the framework

of the radio-astronomical Low Frequency Array initiative.
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